
Precision Machine Design-Mechanical Contact Bearings 

(Source: Slocums’ precision machine design) 

Bearing surfaces play key roles in motion’s accuracy and 

precision, load carrying capacity, lifetime, energy loss, heat 

generation, etc. Sliding contact bearings and rolling bearings 

are critically important for most precision machine design. 

Factors affecting bearing design: applied load, 

accuracy/precision, preload, stiffness, vibration/shock 

resistance, damping capability, friction, and thermal 

performance 

1. Sliding contact bearing 

The sliding contact bearing has been the oldest, simplest, and 

least expensive bearing technology in a wide range of 

application such as; from coarse construction machinery to 

ultra-high precision machines of atomic resolution. The stick-

slip is commonly observed in most sliding bearings, as it 

depends on the material, surface finish, and lubricants. In order 

to minimize the static friction coefficient, various types of 

lubricants are utilized: light oil, grease, and solid lubricant such 

as graphite or PTFE(Poly-Tetra-Fluoro-Ethylene) polymer. 

 



Followings are typical examples and guidelines for the 

materials of sliding bearing and guideway 

1) Cast Iron on Cast Iron 

This combination has been traditionally used in wide range of 

application for sliding bearings, because the lubrication can be 

inherently obtained by the graphite in cast iron, and it can be 

hand-scraped to a high degree of accuracy. It is a good 

practice that one surface is harder than the other surface, in 

order to strengthen wear characteristics, and to refinish on 

only one surface when it is needed. 

2) Cast Iron on steel 

By introduction of precision grinding machines and high 

strength steel, the practice of one surface being harder than 

the other surface has been implemented conveniently. Thus 

this cast iron on steel largely replaced the cast iron on cast 

iron. Many machine tool carriages are still using this 

combination, particularly where high stiffness and high load 

capacity are required. 

3) Brass on Steel 

Brass has inherent lubrication capability especially when in 

contact to steel. When the brass parts can be manufactured 



as porous structure by the power metallurgy process, a 

reservoir can be formed for the lubricant. When the bearing 

surface is heated up, the lubricant is coming out to the surface, 

thus it can reduce friction and heat generation from the 

surfaces. This has been used in very high speed reciprocating 

machines, acceptable to dirt environment, and can be used in 

articulated joints of non-precision machinery such as backhoe. 

4) Polymers on most materials 

The PTFE based bearings have very low static friction 

coefficient such as about 10-20% of dynamic friction 

coefficient, thus have very good bearing performance for most 

machine tool applications, replacing traditional metal on metal 

bearings. Turciteⓡ, for example, being in frequently use for 

polymer based bearings, is used in the form of thin sheet a 

few millimeter thick bonded to the machine carriage. After 

bonding, the bearing surfaces are scraped to achieve 

maximum accuracy and to have good oil retention 

characteristics into the surface. The bond usually lasts for the 

life of machine tools, but the bonded sliding surfaces should 

be kept from dirts or particles, because the dirts and particles 

can tear the bonded layer to fail seriously. Typical material 

properties are shown in the following.  
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5) Most materials on ceramics 

Ceramics can be harder than any materials and also can be 

finished to higher precision without any surface degradation 

due to oxidation, and typical ceramic bearing materials are 

aluminum oxide, silicone nitride, silicon carbide, and ZerodurTM. 

Materials sliding on the ceramic surfaces have inherent 

lubrication capability like the polymer bearing. Ceramics 

surface can have the negative skewness after surface finishing 

due to brittleness, thus it can have very good high loading 

capacity with negligible wear and low friction. Also, residual 

stresses are not easily built up during the finishing process, 

hence it is easier to grind or lap the ceramic bearing rail than 

the steel one. Manufacturing difficulty in ceramic elements and 

the related high material cost are, however, main drawbacks. 

6) Contact stiffness vs preload for sliding bearing 

The sliding contact bearing can have very high stiffness due 

to the large sliding surface, and higher stiffness can be 

achieved with the bearing worn-in. The following fig. shows 

typical stiffness curve for various sliding bearing types.  
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The preloading should be sufficient so that all parts of bearing 

pads are in contact with the mating surfaces.  

For the PTFE based bearings, the static friction coefficient can 

decrease from about 0.3 to 0.03-0.1, after worn-in period of 

few hundred to few thousands cycles. The dynamic coefficient 

would be 0.02-0.1 after worn-in. For some PTFE bearings, 

preload can help to lower the friction coefficient, typically 

preloading of about 10% of maximum load will give significant 

reduction in the friction coefficients from 0.07 to 0.015, as 



shown in fig. This will greatly help for especially for contouring 

accuracy of machines, where the direction of motion is 

changing four times along the circular path, thus crossing the 

zero point 4 times for X,Y axis for one complete contour path. 

 

Sliding bearing design detail 

 

1) Bearing sizing 

In order to prevent the sliding bearing system from ‘walking’ 

(yawing or pitching) during low velocity, the ratio of length 

to width for a bearing pad will be better around between 

2:1 and 1:1. A rule of thumb is to use the ratio of golden 

rectangle of Greek architecture, that is 1.618:1 (≒1:0.618) 

Higher speed gives higher friction forces, and higher 

moment loads to the bearing system, thus higher length to 

width ratio is preferable. 

For large machines such as moving bridge type machines 

where this sizing cannot be applied, two drive system is 

recommended; one is master drive and the other is slave 

drive. 



Ex) Sizing for T slide bearing pads, where the carriage rides 

on the sliding contact bearings, and another identical 

bearing set located a distance 480mm into the page 
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Cast Iron T slide on DUⓡ(PTFE based) sliding bearing 

Preload of 1000N will be applied to achieve 1.75GN/m 

bearing stiffness in the vertical direction. 

In order to determine the size of bearing pad; 

From the stiffness curve of DUⓡ 

Kpad/Apad [N/um/cm2] 

=2.1064+6.1535e-5*(Fpad/Apad) [N/m2] 



Kpad=Kdesired/8=1.75/8 [GN/m] 

=0.21875[GN/m]=218.75[N/um] 

Fpad=Fpreload/4=250[N], thus 

218.75/A [N/um/cm2]=2.1064+0.01538375/A [N/m2] 

∴ 0.021875/A [N/um/m2]=2.1064+0.01538375/A [N/m2]  

∴A=(0.021875-0.01538375)/2.1064=0.00324 [m2]≒32[cm2] 

Thus the pad size is 8cm by 4cm (if 2:1 ratio) 

 

2) Oil distribution groove 

For precision machines when large load of about more than 

100N, lubrication is to be considered, thus the lubrication 

groove is better to be formed in the form of ‘/’ or ‘X’ by 

cutting on the inner part of bearing pads, making periodic 

oil/grease injection possible without disassembly. 
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3) Gib design 

Because sliding contact bearings are quite stiff, and friction 

coefficient is relatively high when compared to rolling 

bearings, the preload forces are usually kept low, thus slight 

amount of wear or material relaxation can make the preload 

lost, because the amount of preload is only a few microns 

in the structure. Therefore, inserting a gib in to the bearing 

system is a very good practice to give or adjust the preload, 

rather than making all parts with the precision interference. 

Fig shows common types of gibs. 
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The thickness of the tgib can be chosen such that the 

deflection is one-half of the desired repeatability, δ, of the 

system. 

tgib=[2αηab3Pmax/(δE)]1/3 

where a,b are dimension of the gib, E is Young’s modulus, 

and all other parameters are shown in the fig. 

Ex) Brass gib of 0.01m by 0.05m size under Pmax=0.5MPa 

(≒5Kgf/cm2≒5bar), E=110GPa, δ=1um=10-6m;  

Then tgib=0.0183m=18.3mm 
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4) Various slider design including commercial modular slider 

There are variety of slider designs, and some designs are 

modular design which are commercially available. 

T slider, Dove-tail slider, Rectangular slider, and Double V slider 

are typical examples. 
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The Nanosurf-2 of the NPL(National physical laboratory, UK) 

has shown the best performance of sliding bearing in this kind 

as in the fig. About 2-3um PTFE based film is deposited on to 

the convex bearing pads, and the heat generated by friction 

during the motion can be quickly transferred to the backing 

metal. The bearing rail is lapped to have a surface finish in 

nanometer range. The motion accuracy is depending on the 

shape and surface finish of the bearing rail, while the 

repeatability and resolution depend on the surface finish. 

The vertical error of motion, or smoothness of motion, δ, can 

be approximately as follows; 



δ=[Ra
3/Dcontact]1/2 

where Ra is the surface roughness of bearing rail, and Dcontact 

is the diameter of circular contact region from the Hertz stress. 

This indicates that better surface finish and larger contact area 

due to higher contact pressure will give smoother motion of 

slider, by the averaging effects. 
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